AAOS Board of Specialty Societies Fellowship Committee
Webinar: Tips for the Orthopaedic Fellowship Match

August 20, 2019

Director: Brian R. Wolf, MD, MS

Faculty: Dennis S. Thomatos, SF; Molly Day, MD; Benjamin Lindsey, MD; Neil Bakshi, MD; Rajiv Rajani, MD, FAOA; Ryan Calfee, MD; James R. Holmes, MD; Edward J. Dohring, MD; Lisa Cannada, MD

Webinar Times: 8:15 to 9:30 pm ET; 7:15 to 8:30 pm CT; 6:15 to 7:30 pm MT; 5:15 to 6:30 pm PT

Program Schedule
Times listed below in Central Time

7:15 pm  Introductions and Overview  
Brian R. Wolf, MD, MS

7:20 pm  Overview and Changes to the Fellowship Match Process in 2019-2020  
Brian R. Wolf, MD, MS

7:28 pm  Navigating the Application Process  
Dennis S. Thomatos, SF

7:28 pm  Navigating the Application Process  
Dennis S. Thomatos, SF

Applicant’s Perspective: Lessons Learned From the Fellowship Application Process

7:38 pm  Applying to Programs: How Many and Choosing Which Ones  
Molly Day, MD

7:43 pm  Tips for Interview Trip Travel, and How to Have a Great Interview Day  
Benjamin Lindsey, MD

7:48 pm  How to Learn About a Program Before the Interview Day  
Neil Bakshi, MD

7:53 pm  Resident Panel on Fellowship Match Process  
Brian R. Wolf, MD, MS

Program Perspective: What A Program Looks for in the Sea of Applicants

7:58 pm  Putting Together a Fantastic Application, CV and Personal Statement  
Rajiv Rajani, MD
8:04 pm  **Suggestions for Letters of Recommendation And Tips For The Interview Day**  
*Ryan Calfee, MD*

8:09 pm  **Private Practice Fellowship Versus Academic Setting Fellowship**  
*James R. Holmes, MD*

8:14 pm  **ACGME - Accredited, Alternatively- Accredited, And Non- Accredited Fellowships – What You Should Know**  
*Edward J. Dohring, MD*

8:19 pm  **How Many Do You Need to Match? Here Is the Data on Number Of Applications And Interviews You Need**  
*Lisa Cannada, MD*

8:24 pm  **Question and Answers**  
*Brian R. Wolf, MD, MS - Chair, BOS Fellowship Committee; Dennis S. Thomatos, SF; Molly Day, MD; Benjamin Lindsey, MD; Neil Bakshi, MD; Rajiv Rajani, MD, FAOA; Ryan Calfee, MD; James R. Holmes, MD; Edward J. Dohring, MD; Lisa Cannada, MD*

8:30 pm  **Webinar adjourns**